A. General Posture on CCAs

- **OFF-Campus Activities:**
  - Continue religious and spiritual gatherings.
  - Online registration via Sailors’ Club.
  - Group size & duration as per venue SMM,

- **In-Person Activities:**
  - Resume; subject to updated SMMs
    - Maximum number of participants as per venue capacity,
    - No cross mingling of groups,
    - No mingling of staff & participants at any given time.
  - **Excluding dance classes:**
    - Maximum number of participants as per venue capacity,
    - Safe distance of 1 metre between each group,
    - No activities involving intentional expulsion of air,
    - Mask should be removed only when performance involves singing or playing of instruments involving intentional expulsion of air.

B. Sports & Other Dynamic Activities (Including Dance Classes)

- **Soft Distancing**
  - While exercising and playing sports, the following soft distancing regulations apply:
    - 2-metre physical distancing between individuals for general physical activities,
    - Minimum 50 cm distance in confined spaces or indoor spaces with elevated capacity (e.g. court, gym) (distance to be shortened)
    - If no soft distancing can be adhered to, the group must maintain a distance of 2 metres at all times and cross-interaction is to be avoided.
  - No mixing of groups, unless the nature of activity requires the same.

- **Sports & Other Activities (including Dance Classes):**
  - **Group size & maximum number of participants:**
    - Up to 5 pax is permitted in the same groups of 5 pax;
    - Multiple performances can be conducted back to back in a ball room played between two groups
  - **General Sports - Indoors at low intensity only:**
    - Total # of Pax: Up to 50 pax
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax
    - Mask: Must be worn at all times.

  - **General Sports - Outdoors at low intensity only:**
    - Total # of Pax: Up to 50 pax
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax
    - Mask: Must be worn at all times.

  - **Team Sports Pilot (VDS+ART Protocol):**
    - A pilot to allow up to 10 fully vaccinated individuals to resume team sports activities in certain settings will be introduced
    - All sports activities in certain settings will be introduced
      - High intensity only
      - Involvement of Alumni
      - On-Campus Activities
      - Off-Campus Activities
    - Details of this pilot can be read here.

- **Audience:**
  - General Sport - Indoors at low intensity only
    - Subject to venue capacity, up to 50 pax
  - General Sport - Outdoors at low intensity only
    - Subject to venue capacity, up to 50 pax
  - **General Sports - Indoors at high intensity:**
    - Maximum number of participants as per venue capacity
    - 2-metre distance between audience & performers at all times
    - Mask must be worn at all times.
  - **General Sports - Outdoors at high intensity:**
    - Maximum number of participants as per venue capacity
    - 2-metre distance between audience & performers at all times
    - Mask must be worn at all times.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Singing and playing of instruments that require intentional expulsion of air at one point in time,
  - Unmasked for performers and crew if COVID-19 OR (if all performers and crew are COVID-19 OR have obtained a negative result on a Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours before the expected end of the activity.
  - Up to 20 performers can be unmasked at any point in time if all performers and crew are COVID-19 OR have obtained a negative result on a Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours before the expected end of the activity.
  - No more than 20 performers unmasked at any one point in time.

- **Public:**
  - Unmasking for classes may be considered, subject to the updated SMM.
  - Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours or a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.
  - Singers and wind instruments players will require a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Maximum number of participants allowed on stage and backstage,
  - All participants must be masked for photography, except individual photographers,
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers,
  - LDAP projects are strongly discouraged.

- **YEP projects:**
  - All subjects must be masked for photography, except individual photographers.
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers.
  - YEP projects are strongly discouraged.

- **PC:**
  - All persons must be masked for photography, except individual photographers.
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers.
  - YEP projects are strongly discouraged.

Voice, Hearing, Speech and Drama, Dance and Music, Physical and Wind and Instruments

- **Group size:**
  - Up to 5 pax; multiple groups of 5 may be permitted in the same room as SMM is adhered to.
  - Safe distance of 2 metres between individuals, unless the nature of activity requires the same.
  - 1-metre distance between each group

- **Class size:**
  - General Sport - Indoors at low intensity only:
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax
  - General Sport - Outdoors at low intensity only:
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax
  - General Sport - Indoors at high intensity:
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax
  - General Sport - Outdoors at high intensity:
    - Group size: Capped at 5 pax

- **Resumptions of activities:**
  - Team sports modernised under Sports Events Status.
  - A pilot to allow up to 10 fully vaccinated individuals (including players, umpires, linesmen) to resume sports activities in certain settings while introducing the updated SMMs.
  - Drivers of the pilot will be the latest advisory by SportSG on "Resumption of activities".
  - All sports activities in certain settings will be introduced.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Singing and playing of instruments that require intentional expulsion of air at one point in time,
  - Unmasked for performers and crew if COVID-19 OR (if all performers and crew are COVID-19 OR have obtained a negative result on a Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours before the expected end of the activity.
  - Up to 20 performers can be unmasked at any point in time if all performers and crew are COVID-19 OR have obtained a negative result on a Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours before the expected end of the activity.
  - No more than 20 performers unmasked at any one point in time.

- **Public:**
  - Unmasking for classes may be considered, subject to the updated SMM.
  - Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours or a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.
  - Singers and wind instruments players will require a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Maximum number of participants allowed on stage and backstage,
  - All participants must be masked for photography, except individual photographers,
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers.
  - YEP projects are strongly discouraged.

- **Public:**
  - Unmasking for classes may be considered, subject to the updated SMM.
  - Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours or a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.
  - Singers and wind instruments players will require a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Maximum number of participants allowed on stage and backstage,
  - All participants must be masked for photography, except individual photographers,
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers.
  - YEP projects are strongly discouraged.

- **Public:**
  - Unmasking for classes may be considered, subject to the updated SMM.
  - Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours or a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.
  - Singers and wind instruments players will require a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.

- **Performers and Crew:**
  - Maximum number of participants allowed on stage and backstage,
  - All participants must be masked for photography, except individual photographers,
  - Photographers and one can be to maintain a 3-metre safe distance from performers.
  - YEP projects are strongly discouraged.

- **Public:**
  - Unmasking for classes may be considered, subject to the updated SMM.
  - Pre-Event Test taken in the past 24 hours or a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.
  - Singers and wind instruments players will require a valid PET prior to performance regardless of vaccination status.